Host Compact
Purpose
•

To create clarity, inspiration and a grounding in the
art of hosting the Flow Game.

•

To be invited into the community of Flow Host
practitioners around the world.

•

To be able to pass on the hosting for the Flow Game
with quality and consciousness.

Principles
•

To become a host of the Flow Game, you must ask
from the heart.

•

A new host accepts, and is willing, to respect and
practice the principles of good hosting and be in
cooperation with other flow hosts.

•

A new host can hold the Flow Game field and is a
student of the Flow Game.

•

A host practices generosity and wisdom to increase
the evolution and accessibility of the Flow Game to
be of service for people across the world.
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Foundation

The Middle
Represents the magic in the middle - the place of learning - the Tao - the path of practise and
experiencing the connectivity of all life - alone and together.
The Flow Game
The concept behind the Flow Game consists of different known methods and processes,
which have their own universal nature. It is the combination of dialogue, good questions,
quotes, coaching, reflection, the Medicine Wheel structure, the Flow Game board / cloth, the
dice and the Flow Game host - that makes the concept unique.
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The Vanguard
The Flow Game was developed in 1998 by 8 people - Finn Voldtofte, Ouafa Rian, Mikkel
Kolstrup, Jack Schou, Margrete Bak, Monica Nissén, Jan Hein Nielsen and Toke Paludan
Møller, who in their own way have all been midwives of the Flow Game and greatly
contributed to its emergence.
Through practice, nourishment, investment and continuing evolution, Monica Nissén, Toke
Paludan Møller and Jan Hein Nielsen have co-created a version and vanguard the Flow Game
since 1998.
The Vanguard holds and hosts the core and have taken the responsibility for the
development, quality, availability, production and distribution of the Flow Game for the
world.
The Vanguard also hosts and guides the training of Flow Game stewards and Flow Game hosts.
The Stewards
The stewards are stewarding the practise of Flow Game hosting for the world - as well as
training new flow hosts, and in that way, they are facilitating accessibility of the Flow Game
to offer its potential of more humans learning to live more consciously and wisely on planet
earth.
Furthermore, the purpose of the steward’s practise is to inspire and nourish all Flow Game
practitioners as well as help improve and evolve the Flow Game.
The Flow Hosts
The hosts serve by organising and hosting Flow Games for individuals - teams - families whoever asks sincerely to play a Flow Game around an important question. The Flow Game
hosts support the game by creating an environment where learning, reflection, connection
and the magic in the middle may emerge.
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Flow Game host training
• The Flow Game host trainings are created when human beings sincerely ask us from
the heart to train in the art of Flow Game hosting.
• The training is usually a 3-day process to enter, understand and begin to practise the
Flow Game process in depth. You are entering with your personal intent to practise
hosting Flow Games.
• As a Flow Game host, you are free to use the name “Flow Game” - about your own
host practice.
• As part of the Flow Game host training you will receive your own Flow Game with the
game cloth, 2 dice, the basic game cards, the team game cards and a host manual.
• All Flow Game hosts are invited to help each other and to share practise and learning
with other hosts.

Training Fee and Payment - consciousness around economy.
We are making a conscious effort to train people who can, and will, practise hosting many
useful Flow Games through their lives, in service of themselves and others, to live more
consciously, practising peaceful co-existence and well-being for all.
The most important question for you, as a future Flow Game host, is to consider and decide if
this is something for you to be and do as a contribution to your world.
The training fee is 15.000 DKK (Danish currency)
• If you can pay the full price it will be much appreciated — as that allows us to
train and provide games to new Flow Game hosts in other parts of the world
with a challenged economical context.
• If you cannot pay the full price — do not worry, but please offer what you can...
and a little bit more.
There is flexibility in case you wish to make a payment plan and pay in e.g. 2-3
instalments over a certain period.
We all share the responsibility to make this happen with generosity, dignity and flow.
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We welcome you to this art - this practice of hosting Flow Games for yourself and others in
service of peaceful coexistence and well-being for all.

With compassion and respect
Monica, Toke & Jan

“When playing the Flow Game my consciousness was sharpened
and my perspectives broadened in my process for
decision making for specific intentions.
I found it a fun, deep-going and inspiring process,
where both relationships between participants
were evolved in a natural way and
the self-relationship was strengthened.”
- Flow Game player -
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